(2 July 2018) Collective bargaining is a key tool to defend and protect workers’ rights in the face of digitalisation. This was the main theme of a conference in Berlin on 26-27 June organised by the European public services federation EPSU, in cooperation with German affiliate ver.di and the Friedrich Ebert Foundation.

More than 55 participants from 35 public service trade unions debated how to develop innovative good practices through collective agreements with valuable exchanges between workers’ representatives who are dealing with the impact of digitalisation at the workplace.
The conference also discussed the key findings of new research commissioned by EPSU from OSE, the Brussels-based research organisation. This focuses on the impact of digitalisation on job content in home care and public employment services, with case studies from Spain, Italy, France and the UK.

Speakers from national and local levels presented their collective bargaining strategies to both mitigate the adverse effects of digitalisation and to use new technologies to improve the quality of work. Colenzo Jarrett-Thorpe of the Unite trade union in the UK outlined the draft technology agreement it was using in negotiations while Massimo Cenciotti of FP-CGIL in Italy described the experiences of workers in the waste sector in tackling pervasive monitoring and surveillance.

The recently established legal “right to disconnect” in France was explained by Guillemette Favreau from the CFDT Interco trade union while Mikael Ruukel of the Vision local government union in Sweden presented its strategy for dealing with the health and safety aspects of the digital transformation at the workplace. The impact of digitalisation on the co-decision making system of industrial relations Germany was debated with presentations from Henning Lühr, member of Germany’s IT planning council and Nils Kammradt, head of ver.di’s department for the federal and regional civil service.

One of the sessions focused on the concept of e-Government and on digital access to public services for citizens. Several unions are actively contributing to the development of public services and administration, with the HK trade union in Denmark in the forefront of discussions on a new political agreement on digitalisation at the workplace while the Fagforbundet union in Norway is part of a tripartite dialogue on digitalisation.

Two sessions were dedicated to discussing how social dialogue can be used to ensure a fair digitalisation process for workers. Guy Masmonteil presented the work done in the European works council working group on digitalisation at the ENGIE utilities multinational and Nicoletta Grieco outlined how the European social dialogue committee for central government administrations was addressing “agile” work and teleworking. Alain Parisot and Annick Fayard, from the UNSA union in France focused on the outcomes of the French social dialogue on digitalisation.

Three working groups provided space for participants to elaborate ideas around joint actions and cooperation on issues such as workers’ privacy, ICT and use of
email and social media, teleworking and the right to disconnect and automation, the use of artificial intelligence and standardisation.

The final session was devoted to reflections on how technological disruption has caused the destruction or radical redefinition of many public service jobs and how this allows employers to lower the bar in terms of pay and conditions when new job profiles are created. The panel presented some good practices on innovative agreements that aim to anticipate restructuring and ensure no workers are left behind by the digital transformation. Zita Holbourne of the PCS union in the UK made a vital intervention on her union’s commitment to counter the adverse impacts of digital transformation on Black and minority ethnic workers.

- The impact of digitalisation on job quality in European public services - the case of homecare and employment service workers, final report by OSE for EPSU

- The impact of digitalisation on job quality in European public services - the case of homecare and employment service workers, annexes

- La transformation numérique dans la fonction publique en France, présentation de Annick Fayard et Alain Parisot, UNSA Fonction publique, France

- how trade unions can use collective bargaining to uphold and improve working condition in the context of the digital transformation of public services, the Italian experience in the light of collective bargaining and the project of the European Sectorial Social Dialogue Committee for Central Administrations, presentation by Nicoletta Grieco, FP-CGIL, Italy

- No to austerity, no to racism, presentation and slideshow by Zita Holbourne, PCS, UK

- Campaigning for a draft new technology agreement, presentation by Colenzo Jarrett-Thorpe, Unite The Union, UK
Tripartite cooperation and digitalization in Norway, presentation by Nina Monsen, Fagforbundet, Norway

Tripartite cooperation and digitalisation in Norway, presentation summary by Nina Monsen, Fagforbundet, Norway

Impact of digitalisation on job quality in public services Homecare and Public Employment Services, Presentation by R. Peña-Casas, D. Ghailani & S. Coster, European social observatory - OSE

Denmark: Digitisation-ready legislation, presentation by Peter Raben, HK/Stat, Denmark

"IT Safety Inspections” and Digital Work Environment, presentation by Mikael Ruukel, Vision, Sweden
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